


TALKING Vv'ITH KOSSO

Kosso Eloul, a rugged cosmopolite, was born in Russia and studied
sculpture in Israel and America. He came to Canada in 1964 at the
invitation of the International Sculpture Symposium in Montreal, and
settled in Toronto in 1969. His sculptures can be seen in many cities
across Canada and the United States, as well as in England, Italy,
'dest Germany, Yugoslavia, Israel, Japan and Mexico.

FOUR STAR: A lot of your sculptures are on a grand scale, for

the outdoors. :~e were wondering why you work with that scale.

KOSSO: You touched it very nicely because actually, it's scale.

'l'hereis a difference between scale and size .. Scale is a self

contained harmony between the parts and if the sculpture is perfect

in its Ol'ffi scale then the size is determined by where it goes.

If the srune concept goes on a table, indoors, in the living quarters,

or if it goes in the entrance to a building, indoors, or if it

goes outside of a building in the cityscape, or in a park situation

or along the waterfront where you have the whole horizon, then the scale

must change, to fit in. Otherwise it's either overwhelming and then

it's oppressive or it's not large enough and then it's depressive -

something is v.rrone;.

£:.S.: Your earlier '.'Jorkswere made out of wood, stone, and concrete,

whereas you now work almost exclusively with metal. Why?

~OSSO: The last time I worked on a large scale in wood was in

YUGoslavia. I took an oak that was about ten feet high and worked

with it, and then I found out that it makes trouble for me. It has

so much growth in it and so much nature and so much natural beauty

that it 'lacks this man-made decisiveness, so I had to go to man-made

materials. Stones: we trust them. \l]ewalle upon the earth on stones.

Every time we want to malee a building impressive we use stone because

it's so basic and so trustable a.nd so all-over-the-place. Mountains.

The solidity of stone. I found stone doesn't suit me for two reasons:

rea.son number one is that the layers -- I worked in quarries. I worked

in Qiryat (Isra.el), I worked in many quarries at that time -- so I

found out that the stone is limited to the size of the la.yer -- sediment

stones are. '.'Iith other ldnds of rocJcs you have other kinds of problems.

3ut, basically, stone lacked that human implication that man went to the



dirt and pulled it out of the earth and put it into the fire and ba1(ed

that earth until that metal came out of it. 30 metal is very much of a

man-made thing. And metal is very much an expression of our own time

and civilization. All you have to think about is our own civilization

minus steel! Then, what do you have? You have what the ancients had

some bones and some stones and some wood and that's all. PI]anbecame

self-possessed when he discovered a way to handle metals. So it's

natural for me -- I'm talking about today' s concern and -an updated

material -- to choose metal over stone.

F.S.: Do you take into account the way the weather is going to affect

the type of material you use?

KOSSO: Yes, but you see, I'm confronted with a marvelous choice between,

let's say, stainless or Cor-ten steel, the weathering steel which becomes

brown-grey like this sculpture (he points to photograph) in Mexico City.

Or, aluminum which has crispness and lightness about it. Stainless,

which has tattiness about it. The same kind of tattiness that you have

in a blade of a knife which is just very decisive. Or, Cor-ten steel

which weathers, and it weathers differently in Sudbury and in Hamilton

and in Toronto and in Mexico City. It depends on the amount of sulphur

in the air and other kinds of pollutants that help oxidize it, which

makes blue-brown. And it keeps going darker and dar]cer and darker until

it stops. The whole idea of that metal is that it oxidizes, in fact it

rusts, until the skin hardens and then it stops. And you don't have

any more maintenance work. It's protected under that outer coat of rust

it's like a scab.

~.: What of the element of colour and your sculptures?

KOSSO: Well, since I'm not a colourist, then my dealing with colour

is only to emphasize the idea that is inherent in the shape and in the

form. For instance, in Montreal, in 1964, my sculpture there on

Mount-Royal has a red wedge in it. In Kingston, it's a yellow shaft.

On Finch and Dufferin I have those three cubes. They are blue. The one

at Shell in Calgary is blue -- dark, metallic, Cadillac blue -- It's an

automotive colour.

If I feel that the colour can support or strengthen -- like adding

~eight to the sculpture, to the form, to the shape -- I'd use colour.

If there is no special reason to use colour I wouldn't. I don't need it.



1'.3.: You said yourself that you had an "enduring 'obsession'" -

namely arches. '""Ihyis this?

KOSSO: There are certain senses of ceremony that people, as people, have

been inventinE and making and perfecting and using and coming back

again and again and again to .--even a little ceremony around the table,

in the kitchen, just the breakfast or the lunch or something -- to

emphasize a special moment. So the Romans emphasized their conquests

by those triumphal arches that the legions marched under. So that's

the military mind using the arch. For religious purposes they were

expressing a special unique moment. Prehistoric man made arches and

megaliths and dolmens. The Chinese and Japenese have arches that have

ceremonial and religious significance. When they wanted to express that

a person passed from puberty to adulthood, they made him go through arl

arch. It's a human way, a time-honored way.

I Vias looking for the contemporary arch ..I wasdooking 10, one that,w6u1d

not be an architectural arch done by architects. In what way is a

sculptor different from architects? It's not an arch in the functional

sense. I looked for an emotional arch that will express joy, for instance.

Or an arch that will express the precariousness of factors in our life

time. An arch in the right size, outdoors, to draw people to walk under

it. It involves individually, privately -- publicly, up to now, everything

I said is a public factor, of public interest. Now, my real interest in

the arch is the fact that I, with my own private body go through another

body: that sculpture. And the interaction between those two physical

beings -- me and that arch -- is much more intimate than when I just

pass by some sculpture and look at it, as an outsider, as a 'voyeur',

as somebody who look~ at it. I'm much more of a participant with a

sculpture which is an arch. I know: I felt it on my own physical self,

and I knew what other people would feel for it. I felt there is more of

an impact in that kind of sculpture. That's the reason I suppose.

Maybe there are other reasons which I can't put my finger on at the moment.

I,isten, anything I say now is highly private in the sense of

subjective. It's mY thinking. It doesn't necessarily mean that a person

with different sensibility, different sensitivity would not come to my

Vlork and say totally different things and they wouldn't be valid; they'll

be just as valid. Because he'll be saying it out of his own experience,

his knowledge,and some people's experiences are wider than mine. So,

I can speak very much, in all seriousness, as Kosso Eloul. That's all.

But no more than that. Anybody can come. ,11hatdo you think is the

role of the art critic? He expands it, makes it more public, that's

all.-



F.S.: Then the arch is the perfect eX~lple of the fact that your

sculptures are both representative of the twentieth century and eternity:

you're looking for the modern arch and yet the arch in itself is time

less. Isn't this a paradox?

KOSSO: No. Who says that our own time isn't timeless? And who says

that somewhere in the future they wouldn't look upon us as we look back

wards? And what's wrong with speculating on the future itself? So

time is very relative. It's actually very dependent on our own attitude

towards it. My attitude towards it is actually quite relaxed. I think

the sense of time is in our own skull. When man invented clocks to

measure time, there were billions of years before the clock was invented

that man related to time in a different sense. In some way I relate to

time in that way. Outside of the context of this thing that ticks

on my left hand. When you talk sculpture. It's sort of an affirm

ation that man was here for a very long time and he'll still be here

for a long time, and he solved many problems before, he'll solve many

problems after and it's a n optimistic thing.

F.S.: What scale would you like to work with best? What would be your

ultimate scale?

KOSSO: That's not a good question, because actually I might -- look,

some of them are as small as that, which is just a few inches -- like

four inches by six inches. If you would have wanted to ask me,

"\"Jhatsize would you like to work in1" and my answer to that would

be the size that the .idea expresses itself best, more inherently, in

other words, that it fits the idea. Some ideas are intimate and if

you make them too big then it looks £unny, it looks phoney, it looks

preposterous, it looks pompous -- it looks wrong. When they are too

big, by force. I did a sculpture in California and it was an open

ended situation: I could have done £DX size, and I did fifteen feet

high, no more. But then I dug six feet in the ground and made a trench

towards it so that total height was twenty-one feet. But definitely

not more than fifteen feet -- it just didn't fit. I took two-by-fours

and cardboards and stapled them allover and made a one to one mock

up to see how to work it out -- full size i,.ntemporary materials -

and it was obvious for me that you can't make it sixteen -- it looked

wrong. Fifteen was right so that's it. There is such a thing as the

right size.

F.3.: Even a one foot difference matters?

FOsso, Oh, God, you can't fool the eye. You can fool the brain, I



"Canadac" 1977 - h: 24'· - Art Gallery, Hamilton.

f.S.: VJhat influences your art?

liQ,33i:.: You mean other 8rtists that I res

nect? I admire Giacometti very much. And

13rancusi. These two are top-notch. Their

work and their intensity and their impact.

Their contact with themselves through their

\wrl{ and their humanism, -- I admire immense

ly.

li,Q':;;3Q: "vhat influences my worl,? 'IJhydo I

do it the way I do it? I think that every

artist, in that sense, is like a poet.

Every sculptor is like a poet. Before lone:

there are 2 whole lot of words that become

your personal vocabulary and they get more

and nor,e personalized -- personalized in the _

sense that you can say wi th those i-=
words all you want to say. It's

ai'8. in and a,~a,inand again the. same

... ' .---
words. It depends where you put

them,' how you put them. what you I
do with them. You can sayan aw

ful lot. And it ends up by digging

in deener and deeper and deeper. I

You have a set of ideas and your ','own nersonalized vocabulary an~ ,

that's exactly what makes my worl, L.

you can convince the brain and you can use

8.11 sortE; of

argu ments-- but theeye S8.YS,

"It ;;..i;U1. doesn't look ri[ht."

'Nleeye is a

mean you can 8.rr7UC l,\'i.th the brain alld ma~v1;e

pO':lerfulinstrur,lent, it's a precise one.

You come in and you see a painting hanging

-:Iithin a fraction of an inch off and you say

it's crool:ed. Your sense of balance is so

Good that you could say it's crooked. Some

people say, "No, not a.t all," but those who

have that sense .... Just like the sense of

tonali ty -- with a perfect e8r you hear a

false note.

E.,'§.: l:lhatartists do you like?

"Eluding", Serigraph, 20" x 26".



~'~: .·ihatabout the uncanny unbalancing in your sculptures?

- ."."-'---..--

iCSSC: I think that b2,lancing, or the balancing act or the dynamics of

this is ,iust very expressive of our time, our personal T'redicament, our

clay and age, everything. The notential movement of those shapes is very

excitinG'

The difficulty for me in this interview is the fact that I have to

use words when my worle is non-verbal. You just look at it and it c:rabs

you immediately. To find the right word is a hell of a chore. It's very

hard and quite a responsibility, and I'm quite conscious of the fact that

most of the time I just talk about it, maybe approximately -- once in a

while I hit it on the nail -- but it's not as clear, as simple as the

sculptures

F.S.: A lot of your sculptures are in front of buildings. How do you

feel about the settings for your scu~,ptures?

KOSSO: Yes, well, I could imagine a sculpture outside in the woods some

where, where it's a self -contained thing com"letely. Of course I'd lilee

lots of people to see them but, I can conceive of a sculpture that is

placed in a place that maybe only five people a year ,e';etto. It hss to

do with what's right for that sculpture. Sculpture, when it's succes

sful, has a lot of its own, free from the guy \'!homade it. The f,uy who

made it can go and disap:)ear and most ::;eoplewho see his work don't even

know him, don't meet the artist. For most people it's an account between

them and themselves, and them and themselves is the key thing to the

whole vlOrk, free from the guy who inade it. That's the beauty of sculp

ture. It becomes inde!)endent.

If the "lOrk is independent of the uerson who made it, if it lives on



its own, then it can stand in many places ...

It's eleven-thirty at night in Kosso's studio, but the phone still
rings.

"Signalos" 1978 - Stelcoloy - h: 16' - Mexico City.
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